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Mortars in Cavalry Troops: Current Problems, 
Potential Solutions from an Observer/Coach/Trainer Perspective

by 1SG Kenneth D. Reavis and
CPT Lee W. Schafer Jr.

Mortar sections assigned to cavalry 
troops have a unique role to play in 
the success of the cavalry squadron’s 
mission. Unfortunately this role is of-
ten misunderstood, and mortars are 
frequently underused to the detri-
ment of the troop’s mission success.

Mortar sections in cavalry troops are 
often unable to perform mandated 
tasks due to lack of equipment or per-
sonnel, which results from confusing 
modified table of organization and 
equipment (MTOE) configurations by 
type of squadron. Through our direct 
observations of multiple cavalry 
troops conducting decisive-action 
training during two years at the Na-
tional Training Center (NTC), it is evi-
dent that mortar sections can be bet-
ter employed during home-station 
training. Cavalry troops can also in-
crease lethality and fires integration 
through MTOE changes, understand-
ing the purpose of mortars in cavalry 
units and by incorporating combined-
arms training at troop level.

Current problems
The current cavalry-troop mortar sec-
tion MTOE configuration does not pro-
vide mortar sections with the proper 
equipment or personnel to properly 
support the troop’s mission. In infan-
try-battalion mortar platoons, the fire-
direction center (FDC) is manned by 
four Soldiers independent of the mor-
tar squads. In cavalry troops as well as 
Stryker infantry companies, this pro-
cess is augmented by using the section 
leader and one squad leader to serve 
as both the chief and check computer, 
respectively. As it currently stands, the 
MTOE does not account for the FDC’s 
required function; it doesn’t provide 
the section leader the required equip-
ment to perform the role as FDC chief.

Because of this, mortar sections must 
develop tactics, techniques and proce-
dures (TTPs) to address this shortfall. 
This happens with varying degrees of 
success.

A problem specific to armored brigade 

combat team (ABCT) formations is the 
section leader’s vehicle. That vehicle 
is currently a humvee with trailer, 
which differs from both infantry bri-
gade combat team (IBCT) and Stryker 
brigade combat team (SBCT) forma-
tions – which have a Light Medium 
Tactical Vehicle (LMTV) with trailer. 
This configuration provides just less 
than one quarter of the ammunition 
able to be carried in an LMTV, thereby 
significantly decreasing the amount of 
time the mortar section can operate 
before needing to be resupplied.

A key personnel shortage in both the 
ABCT and IBCT formations is the lack 
of a driver for the section leader’s ve-
hicle. This is a shortcoming which re-
quires the section to remove a Soldier 
from one of the mortar squads to man 
the vehicle. Also, the M1165A1 hum-
vees or the general-purpose Joint 
Light Tactical Vehicle (JLTV) equivalent 
assigned to IBCT formations prevent 
mortar sections from conducting local 
security while moving throughout the 
battlefield due to the inability to 
mount their assigned crew-served 
weapons. This requires the develop-
ment of TTPs to remedy this issue, 
which often requires augmentation of 
security provided by maneuver pla-
toons.

These examples of shortcomings in as-
signed equipment require each ele-
ment to develop unique solutions to 
address issues that arguably should 
not exist.

Recommended MTOE 
changes
Recommended changes to the ABCT 

cavalry mortar sections’ MTOE: 
• Replace the section leader’s humvee 

with an M1084 LMTV with materiel-
handling equipment and trailer. 
Adding an M1084 LMTV and trailer 
w i l l  i n c r e a s e  t h e  s e c t i o n ’s 
ammunition capacity by 20,000 
pounds, increasing the ability to 
carry ammunition from 128 rounds 
to 544 rounds,1 bringing near parity 
in its ammo capacity with mortar 
sections in IBCTs and SBCTs. This will 
increase the troop’s flexibility to 
operate for extended periods to 
provide more options to the 
commander.

• Add a driver to operate the section 
leader’s vehicle (military-occupation 
specialty (MOS) 11C10). Adding a 
driver allows the section leader’s 
vehicle to be manned without taking 
a Soldier from a mortar track to 
operate his vehicle.

• Add an M151 Mortar Fire-Control 
System-Dismounted (MFCS-D) FDC 
variant to the section leader ’s 
vehicle. Adding FDC equipment 
enables the section leader to 
properly perform his doctrinally 
assigned duties as the FDC chief.2

Recommended changes to the SBCT 
cavalry mortar sections MTOE:
• Add an M151 MFCS-D (FDC variant) 

to the section leader’s vehicle. 
Adding the FDC equipment will allow 
the section leader to properly 
perform his role as the FDC chief.

• As it stands currently, the SBCT 
formation is the best equipped and 
most flexible of all the cavalry mortar 
sections. This is due to its extensive 

Figure 1. Recommend changes to the ABCT cavalry mortar section. Note for 
all three figures: Deletions are highlighted in red, additions are highlighted in 
green. (Graphic adapted from Army Techniques Publication (ATP) 3-21.90)
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ammunition capacity and its 12 
assigned Soldiers, compared to nine 
Soldiers in both ABCT and IBCT 
formations.3

Recommended changes to the IBCT 
cavalry mortar sections MTOE: 
• Replace both M1165A3 humvees (or 

general purpose JLTV variant) with 
M1151 uparmored humvees (or 
heavy gun carrier JLTV variant). 
Adding uparmored humvees allows 
the section to provide local security 
while maneuvering due to its ability 
to mount their crew-served weapons. 
This will increase flexibility and 
protection for mortar sections by 
enabling them to provide their own 
local security.

• Add three Soldiers (MOS 11C10). 
One Soldier will fill the currently 
vacant role as the section leader’s 
driver. The other two Soldiers will 
perform crew-served gunner roles 
on the humvees to provide local 
security and assist as additional 
ammunition bearers in low-threat 
areas.

• Add an M151 MFCS-D to the section 
leader’s vehicle. Adding the FDC 
equipment will allow the section 
leader to properly perform his role 
as the FDC chief.4

Roles and 
responsibilities
The role of the mortar section within 
the cavalry troop is unique compared 
to a battalion mortar platoon and is 
often misunderstood. More specifical-
ly, it’s the section leader’s role within 
the troop that’s misunderstood. Dif-
ferent from a mortar platoon, the 
mortar-section leader is charged with 
performing the same duties and warf-
ighting functions as the mortar-pla-
toon leader, platoon sergeant and 

fire-direction chief.5 In defiance of 
doctrine, some units assign him/her 
with additional responsibilities or du-
ties such as supervising the troop-
headquarters section.

The mortar-section leader is responsi-
ble for not just his/her section but 
must also assist in planning fires and 
ensuring they are nested with the ma-
neuver plan. The mortar-section lead-
er must be involved and present in the 
troop-planning process to effectively 
incorporate the troop’s mortars and 
remain synchronized. The fire-support 
officer (FSO) is not organic to the 
troop and is frequently absent for all 
but higher-level collective-training ex-
ercises. Therefore the role of the sec-
tion leader is vital in fires planning to 
ensure the seamless integration of a 
new FSO into the process. When the 
commander solely relies on his FSO to 
assist in fires planning without the 
mortar-section leader involved, syn-
chronization between the fire and ma-
neuver plan is seldom achieved.

Also, complete understanding of the 
clearance of fires process at the troop 
level is often misunderstood. If not 
specified otherwise, the troop com-
mander is the clearance authority for 
his mortars within his assigned sector 
or area of operation. This usually 
causes problems when aircraft are 

involved, or clearly defined boundar-
ies or positions between troops or ad-
jacent units are not established. If a 
squadron does not establish clear 
boundaries, then troop commanders 
must make them and coordinate with 
adjacent units.

Therefore the mortar section and the 
troop command post must remain syn-
chronized, with each maintaining cur-
rent and accurate maps and graphics, 
digital and analog. This creates a true 
common operating picture, containing 
both graphic-control measures and 
fire-support coordination measures, 
and ensures it’s shared with squadron.

Training deficiencies, 
solutions
Combined-arms training at troop level 
is often neglected at home station, 
and the incorporation of indirect fires 
with combined-arms maneuver is fre-
quently executed for the first-time 
during combat-training-center rota-
tions. This stems from a variety of is-
sues such as a condensed training 
schedule, lack of cooperation with 
fire-support elements assigned to 
field-artillery battalions, or two paral-
lel but unsynchronized training plans 
between fires and maneuver. The lat-
ter is normally the major issue and is 
prevalent throughout most cavalry 
squadrons.

When it comes to mortar gunnery and 
qualification, there is usually a knowl-
edge gap at both the troop and squad-
ron level. There is no mortar master 
gunner course in the Army; therefore 
current master gunners have no for-
mal knowledge of mortars. The linch-
pin in this process is the mortar-sec-
tion leader. In successful units the se-
nior section leader is the one driving 
the mortar training plan for the squad-
ron. However, the systemic lack of 

Figure 2. Recommend changes to SBCT cavalry mortar section. (Graphic 
adapted from ATP 3-21.90)

Figure 3. Recommend changes to IBCT cavalry mortar section. (Graphic adapt-
ed from ATP 3-21.90)
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formal mortar knowledge within the 
squadron often prevents commanders 
from understanding or identifying un-
derperforming mortar sections.

As an alternative, we recommend 
units conduct their Mortar Training 
and Evaluation Program (MORTEP) 
concurrent with a unit’s tank/Bradley/
Stryker gunnery program. Squadrons 
should consolidate their troop mortar 
sections under the control of the se-
nior mortar-section leader in the 
squadron, and train and test gunner 
and FDC exams concurrent with the 
squadron’s Gunnery Skills Test train-
ing/testing program. Unless the 
squadron’s master gunner is an Infan-
try Mortar Leader’s Course (IMLC) 
graduate, the master gunner should 
not develop a detailed mortar training 
plan but should instead align resourc-
es so the MORTEP can happen concur-
rent with crew gunnery.

By conducting the MORTEP concurrent 
with crew gunnery, the training glide-
paths between vehicle crews and mor-
tar squads stay aligned. The gunner 
and FDC exams must be evaluated by 
an IMLC graduate external to the sec-
tion or a battalion mortar platoon’s 
platoon sergeant.6 Once complete 
with gunner and FDC exams, the con-
solidated mortar sections can com-
plete mortar gunnery Tables II (prelim-
inary live-fire simulations) and III 
(drills) in garrison with internal evalu-
ation.7

MORTEP Tables IV-VI are all conducted 
as live-fire events on a range. The 
squadron’s fire-support element 
should provide overall command and 
control for the training event because 
forward observers are recommended 
for Table IV (basic)8 and required for 
Tables V and VI.9 While the execution 
of the event should be led by the 
squadron’s FSO, troops from across 
the squadron must also provide the 
requisite range support. The brigade 
must also task another battalion’s 
mortar platoon to externally evaluate 
the squadron’s mortar sections for Ta-
ble VI (qualification).10

Although this article recommends that 
the squadron FSO oversee the 
MORTEP, commanders are ultimately 
responsible for the training proficien-
cy  of  their  mortar  sect ions. 

Mortar-section leaders must backbrief 
their commanders on the MORTEP 
training plan early in the planning pro-
cess to allow commanders to modify 
the training event if necessary to en-
sure all training objectives are met. 
Commanders must also oversee the 
MORTEP during each table to ensure 
each training event is being run prop-
erly and tasks are being trained to 
standard.

Following MORTEP, troop mortar sec-
tions must train during each collec-
tive-training event, starting at the sec-
tion level. Beginning with situational-
training exercises (STXs), scout sec-
tions must call for fire, and the entire 
fires approval and execution chain 
must rehearse its role in, at minimum, 
a simulated manner. Doing this prop-
erly requires the observer, section 
leader, platoon leader, FSO, troop 
commander and the mortar section 
clearance of fire rehearsed during 
each fire mission.

Mortar-section leaders must battle-
track and serve as the FDC for each 
fire mission, and mortar squads must 
rehearse their crew drills up to hang-
ing simulated rounds. During subse-
quent training events, from platoon 
STX training through brigade external 
evaluations, mortar sections (and the 
troop fire-support element) must con-
tinue to train their assigned tasks for 
every simulated fire mission. If mortar 
sections train their tasks during each 
simulated call for fire mission in all 
training events following the MORTEP, 
the mortar section will prove the most 
well-trained and well-rehearsed sec-
tion in the troop.

Conclusion
An updated MTOE, greater clarity on 
roles and responsibilities, and in-
creased combined-arms training at the 
section through troop levels will result 
in vastly improved mortar sections. 
While having mortars at the troop lev-
el gives cavalry troops a distinct ad-
vantage, if not properly incorporated 
they can become a wasted asset. The 
ability to effectively synchronize the 
troop’s maneuver and fires plan con-
sistently leads to greater success on 
the battlefield. Therefore understand-
ing the shortcomings within our for-
mations and recommending changes 

to better the force is the way forward. 
Although successful units find ways to 
make what they have work, starting 
with the right tools and people where 
they need to be will increase the ef-
fectiveness of these units.
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